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INTRODUCTION

Over the last year we have proven that we can recruit the numbers
needed to man the ranks of the volunteer Army. The training you have

provided recruiters, 0p olditimers and those newly assigned, has
played an important rolt in keeping them charged up and prepared to
accompli4h their mission. For that effort, you have the thanks and
appreciation of the entire US Army.

We are now faced with still another challenge. The people of the

United States, their representatives in the Congress; the members of
the news media, and "Army watchers" everywhere, are alert to see that
we justify the great expenditures of Federal funds we are using to

meet our goals. Their measure, it seems to me, is based on visible
proof that the men and women We are enlisting are success-oriented,
motivated, quality young people.

I believe Project AHEAD is the tool which will enable us to tap the
quality market of prospects who fit, that description. There are untold

thousands of young people who are striving to prepare themselves for

careers. They want education, and they want training. With Project

AHEAD, the Army will now be prepared to help them achieve both of these

objectives. Go afterithe quality people,in the 1975 high school classes

and last year's clast, Use the DEP to sign them up as much as 9 months

ahead of entry into the Army.

In your professional development training, you have a big job to do.
The results of your efforts will be measured in the quality of new
enlistees who want toltake,part in Project AHEAD. These will be visible

results which will shut out loudly and clearly as we put toge her the
best Army in the 200-Tear history of the United States of A lea.

Become involved. Be

which will be in the
will do the job in th

nthusiastic. You are the keystone of an effort

yes of the American public. I am confident you

manner I have come o expect.

4,0013.
044

WILLIAM B. FULTON
Major General, USA
Commanding

iii
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.CHAPTER I

THE SCOPE AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRO CT AHEAD

A Historical Over

In recent years, higher education officials have been searching for

new and innovative programs to deal with the mounting problems of financial

support and student recruitment. Project AHEAD, Army Help for Education

And Development, is one such program. It has its roots in a concept intro-

duced at Eastern Michigan University (EMU) in 1973. In conj.linction with

an individual's enlistment into the'Army,\EMU began offering a program of

admission to the University with all the rights and' privileges extended

to new s-fudents. All the new enlistee had to do was to fill out an applica-

tion to become eligible, and even entrance fees"were waived. Applicants

were asked to submit a-high school transcript, available test scores and

records of any courses taken beyond high school for inclusion in his or her

academic file: Thus, an enlistee in the Army simultaneously became a bona

fide cllege student.

EMU also served as counseling agent and academic credit depository during

a person's active duty time. The EMU program facilitated earning credits

toward a college degree in a variety of ways. Realizing that people receive

an education in many nontraditional ways, the University evaluated mili-

tary training, schooling and experienee,for college-level credit. The

soldier /student could also choose a,variety pf courses offered by colleges

1
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and universities at Army education centers around the world. All this

information was evaluated and added to the student's record maintained

at Eastern Michigan UnNerity.

As the EMU program took shape, the far-reaching implications fOr the

Army as well as colleges became evident. Recognizing the potential value

to all concerned, the Midwestern Regional Recruiting Command involved sever-

al district recruiting commands'in a program to develop and refine the

cooperative concept With colleges and universities in their own areas.

New insights into the program's potential, operating procedures, oppor-

tunities and benefits were gained with every new'school that expressed in-
,

'terest. In the spring of'1974, a.task force of Ayer field representatives

who were involved in establishing the program at variops colleges was

brought to USAREC. Under the guidance of the Education Liaison Branch

they produced an analysis of the emerging USAREC Cooperative Education

'Program known as Project,AHEAD. The Peoria District Recruiting Cnmand

iv
was tasked with a, test project to _present the program to all the 2-year

colleges in its area. The schools responded enthusiastically. This re-.

sponse, coupled with that of several Illinois uni ersities plus-continu-

ing positive comments from other,district reoruiti g commands, pointed

to the next obvious step -- expansion of the AHEAD p graeby USAREC orra

full-fledged national basis.-

2
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New Names - Same Program

r

Several different names have been used to describe the program since

its inception at Eastern Michigan University. EMU coined the term "open.

. admissions program." However, Army representatives soon found that,this-
,

term had certain negative connotations with some,colleges because of the

implications that admission standards would nave to be lowered to accomo-

date the student/soldier. "Open enrollment" alleviated this situation

by assuring schools that, while they agreed to elicit,/ soldiers to make'

application, the standards for admi'ssion were established by the colleges

themselves. In the evolutionary prpcess, the term "'cooperative education"

has been found to be most suitablp and expresses the mutual desires of

the Army and the educational community to provide the very best in educa-

tional opportunities to the nation's young people.

Known as Project AHEAD

Within the Army the program is known as Project AHEAD: Army Help for

Education And Development. This title describes the interest and involve-

ment of the Army in the continuing process of education as a means for

young people to'gain fulfillment and self-actualization. It also expresses

the cooperative nature of the program. It iS not an Army prograrkohich is

jndependent and self-Contained. It is the Army opening new avenues for

colleges and universities to do what they do best--provide the very best

education possible to the youth of this nation.

3.
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The participating colleges and universities own and operate their\own

program. Many schools hale devised their own names for the program such

as "Home Base," "Military Enlistment EducatiOn Program," and "Open Enroll-

ment." External identification depends.upon. the.participating'schools.\

Each school should be encouraged to develOp a title, which best describes

its program. This is in line with the emphasissthat once the concept is

presented to a school, that school determines how the program will be con-

ducted and how much emphasis it will receive within the guidelines

established'.

. Although the Army has pioneered Project AHEAD, the program applies to

the other armed services as well: The Army, however, has led the way

and has the extensive onpost educational organization and record of'
,

cooperation with colleges and universities furnishing onpost educational

support. Combined with the Project AHEAD 'schools, this is the gateway

to truly comprehensive ip-service educational opportunities for every

serviceman and service woman.

, Total Marketing Approach

.
,

Project AHEAD is a program designed to expand the Army's recruiting

market to college oriented young peopid as well as to stimulate in-service

personnel to make greater use of Army educational opportunities. Project

AHEAD is not..a new education option. It ties existing" educational programs
.

together under a single marketing plan which will strongly appeal to

4
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educators, parents, influencers and, most importantly', the educationally

motivated man or wdman. It adds the concept of a simultaneous,enlistment/

enrollment at a college near home.,
,..

Prdect AHEAD is not simply an Army program. The program of fligher

education is operated by the participating colleges. The Army acts only

as the vehicle for implementing the program. This cooperation in education
\

forms an unbeatable union for maximum exposure of Army educational benefits.

The potential market for the schools is new enlistees entering the Army and

the 780,000 soldiers already on active duty....

4 7
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t' \ CHAPTER ri

PROJECT AHEAD AND THE PROSPECT

,Knowing the Product

4

The key to ucCessful selling in any' situation is to know the prodbct-.

Proj ct AHEAD i5.no exception and the s no substitute for studying

program with all its many intricacies. Read,, and understand every

pie e of literature, promotional item, and advertisement produced by the

US y Recruiting Command. View films and filmstrips. Listen to the

audi tapes. Be on top Of tfie program as thoroughly as you can, not only

what it is, but what it can do. Be able to answer reasonable questions

that might Lk put to you in as much detail as is necessary. However, do not

over o the answer - -too much information is as bad as too little. The

cha acteristic of an outstanding recruiter is the creative approach to
.

everything he does.

The average recruiter sells the Army.
The ckeative kecku4tek zeteis a new and chattenging 4e.

T

7.

The average recruiter sells jobs.,
The ckeative keckuitek zeteis oppoktunitiez to teakn 4k;i224.

;.

The average recruiter sells atravel option.
The ckeative keckuiteezetbs the joy oli ;seeing new peaces .

i,

The average recruiter sellS good pay. .

The ckeative keckuitek 4etis pkeLtige and opportunity to earn.

The average recruiter sells security.
The ckeative keckuitek 4e-eV oppontuilitio San yLowth and advancement.

The average recruiter sells Army education.
The ckeative keckuitek zeLebs the vatel.e os kn weedge and zetii-liut gtement.

The average recruiter sells Project AHEAD!
The ckeative keckuitek zeta.idea4 about educational oppoxtunitie's and

benelii6.

7
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The more you know about the program and its benefits, the more con-
-

vincing you are and the more enthusiastic yOu can,be. This isn't the
d* p

show window kind of frothiness that affects people like some Johnny-Come-
.

lately. This means honest, sincere 'enthusiasm. The kind that c ollbs from

knowledge and ability to use the program appropriately. As J.

has said, Nnthusiasm is knowledge on fire."

ti

The Four, "B's"

. Aspley

Project 'AHEAD is not an enlistment option and no guarantees as such

can be made aboilt the program. Project AHEAD As an opportunity from which

.quality people can bepept. It is an excelleht prospecting tool for reach-

ing Youngnonprior servicemen and women as well as prior service personnel.

And let's' not forget that people in the service can also enroll in their'

"home" college. Project AHEAD is:the kind of program from which better
0

nepeople stand to befit. For easy remembering, we call these benefits

"the four B's."

Benefits to the Army
ir

Many research studies underscore the importance of providing prospec-

tift recruits with a reason to enlist that is widely acceptable t educe-.

tors, parents and contemgoraries.. This fact relates directly to a ituation

th t pervades every aspect of the Army's recruiting effort: the sepa nation

an compartmentalizing of the military in general and the Army in particular.

Against this' background, Projec\ t AHEAD officer the Army Some-very specific

benefits:

t 0
8
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4 1. Better image. '.Education long has been considered extremely iMpor-

..tant by the civilian community. Sine education has becoMe increasingly

imOortant in the Army, a program to highlight educational oppottunities in

the Army obviously is one excellent method,to establish_the Army as a sound

choice for today 's- young people at several stages in career preparation:

2.. Better -so ers. Continuing education is essential if military

personnel are to aChieve maximum potential and maintain the desired ,

tive, intellectual and leadership abilities.

...e0,.." . . 4--
,Iii

3. Better ii aiity enlistee. Project AHEAD opens a large quality market

which has been lmost entirely closed up to now. Amounting to approximately

45 percent of all high school graduates, this market consists of those who

.Av
normally go on to some type college after graduation. Many of these indiVid--;

* uals would welcome the change to become independent, but cannot afford to

support themselves financially while continuing their formal education.

By ilizing the continuing education concept, they start,taking college

courses, develop a financial base, qualify for the-GI Bill and gain independ- ,

ence and maturity.

A. Succe4ful student/soldiers can be Valuable salesmen for the Army,

especially in thd role of hometown recruiters.

Reneftts to Coll eOes

Institutions of higher education are facing a wider variety of pressing

. .,

problems than ever before. These problems are hot necessarily the same for,

,\
4



every schoo.P,,but almost every institution can identify with at least

/-one of the benefits available to participating colleges.
,---/ )

C-,
1 A means for increasing enrollments. Increasing costs coupled with

curt iled financial aid have adversely affected the enrollment outlook at

many colleges. Students from middle-income families particularly are

.feeling the pinch. Project AHEAD provides colleges with a way to offer the

possibility of a college education to these students.

2. A methodto deal with the dropout problem. Many institutions are

experiencing an alarming dropout rate among'first and second year students.

Project AHEAD enables a school to.maintain contact with dropouts while

these individuals solve the financial or personal problems that led them to

leave school. ,

fi

3. A more mature'student. Research indicates the veteran%is much more

likely to have the added maturity and defined career goals that make for a

better student than'the usual graduate fresh out of high school.

4. Easier recruitment of veteran's., Project AHEAD enables schools_to

make contact with Army persInel on active duty vho have decided not to

reenlist but might well take advantage'of the GI-Bill to become full-time

students if approached.

5. Community recognition and local publicity. An important dimension

of a college's existence today in the age of declining enrollments and

10
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spiraling educational, costs is community recognition of its efforts to

provide the best opportunities for the continued education of the young

people served by the school.

6. Identification with a growing national program. The prestige of .

being associated with some of the finest colleges in the.UniAd States

in a new and innovative program will provide the schools with needed

recognition.

Benefits to the Individual -0\
2 ..,

The strongest selling point of,Project AHEAD is the opportuni oof.con-

rtinued education with its inherent qualities for self-fulfillment and

increased lifetime earnings. Many of the benefits to college-oriented

individuals parallel the benefits of the colleges, Army, and the nation.

But they apply in a more intimate way because the real benefit of the pro-

gram is people helping people do better.

1. Financial:

a. Possibility of being able to build up savings from wages while

on active_ duty.

b. Army assistance in ,covering most of the tuition costs for

courses talln while on active duty.

c. GI Bill, which can be applied to expenses incurred as a student

following active duty.

15
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2. Develop maturity important to career development.

3. Opportunity to obtain skill training related to occupational goals.

.s.

4. Provide student/soldiers strong identification and affiliation

with a specific school which will aid in achieving educational goals.

a. Central "bank" in which credits earned are organized in a

systematic way and applied towards a degree.

b. Academic guidance counseling to assure that only courses which

will apply towards graduation Are taken while in th-eService. This also

has a fringe benefit to the Army as it reduces the likelihood of people

taking courses which are not applicable and wasting tuition'assistanceon

a nonfunctional program.

5. Provide an opportunity to explore college-level courses at his/

her own pace while in the Service with the ArMy paying up to_75 percent of

the tuition costs.

Benefits to the Nation

Any time that institutions and agencies formulate coalitions for the

betterment of society, the nation benefits.

1. Mutual support and cooperation between the Army and colleges in

achieving educational goals will not only increase the quality of the Army,

but society as well.



2. Increased educational levels will produce more productive citizens

who are better able to govern thetselves.

3. .A logical and continuous educational program within the Army will

assure that its volunteer status will be maintained.

4. Continuous educational opportunities will assure that the nation's

youth achieve their.full potential.

How Project AHEAD Works

Project AHEAD is incorporated into the initial recruiter Presentation

made to a prospect who indicates interest in continuing educational

opportunities.

The prospect is provided information about schools participating in

Project AHEAD plus a form to use in contacting the colleges in which he

or she is interested. Project AHEAD also is applicable in situations

where the prospect is a potential or actual college dropout or has entered

the ArmNrithdut having started advanced work beyond high school.

Upon accepting the student, the college acts as the academic depository

for credits 'earned by th student as a result,of military training or off-duty

study. The college als serves as counseling agent for the student/soldier

&ring the period ofactive duty.

. The student/soldier may earn up to 30 Semester hOurs through the

College-level:Examinatioe Program (CLEP) tesfing.

*
13
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While on active duty, the student/soldier takes regular college

courses through colleges active at most Army installations.

Thee courses are evaluated for credit and the credits are trans-

fered back to the "home" school academic deptsitory. Course selection

is based upon periodic contact betweeh the "home "college and the student/

soldier.

Having concluded active duty requirements, the student/soldier uses

the GI Bill to complete degree requirements at the "homeico)lege.

Most Likely Candidates to Take Advantage of Project AHEAD
/

I
Originally aimed at recruits entering military servl_ce so n after high .

school graduation, the program has been expanded to reach an dven wider

. circle of prospects.

1% school seniors or recent high school graduates. This cate-
;.-

gory can further be broken into specific subgroups.;

a. Prospects who really are not sure abou going on to,college,

but might like to try -a few courses to get the fe 1 of what to expect.

I/b. College-oriented, but financially 1 mited individuals.

c. Individuals who feel,they are not quite ready for college yet,

but would like to start earning a few credits.



d. Individuals who to explore a variety of possibilities at

the same time; hopefully;, this type individual could be placed in a job

related to career,goals.

2. Those who leave college prior to graduation, for financial, personal,

or other reasons, but who still wish to work toward a degree.

3. Military personnelalready on active duty are provided the oppor-

''tunity to gain credit for past military training, start compiling a record

of credits toward a college degree and take advantage of counseling services

offered by participating colleges.

4. The graduate of a 2-year institution, especially a vo-tech school,

can be encouraged to view AHEAD as an excellent method to explore a career

field, take additional courses.and accumulate financial, resources while

deciding whether to pursue.a 4-year degree.. .

Making Project AHEAD Work

Project AHEAD is not just another promotional gimmick to be kicked off

and then forgotten., It is a bona fide educational opportunity which re-

quires effort, forethought, and involvement; It is a'people-to-pecople

program which will involve thousands of.people, hundreds of colleges, and

the full milieu of Army support. Because the program is so expansive, and

because each college owns and operates its own cooperative plan there

will be minor differences in the programs offered. These differences

will not have a direct effect on Project AHEAD because the actual

ttfi,1



agreement for enrollment is between the student/soldier and the

college and the Army only acts as the vehicle for putting the student and

the college in contact with each other. However, there are certain re-

sponsibilities which must be carried out efficiently as they are critical

to the success of the program.

Responsibilities of the Participating College

The following responsibilities must be accomplished by participating

colleges in order to have a viable and aggressive on-campus program.

1. Tailor admission procedures. These could range from expecting a

prospective st t to follow the standard admissions procedures to devising

a streamlined system geared to Project AHEAD applicants.

2. Establish procedures to maintain an academic file on each student.

3. Establish procedures to provide continuing counseling and guidance

for each student. Some schools may wish to channel all students thr6ugh

one person, who serves as the advisor for all Project AHEAD enrollees.

Others may wish to assign a counselor on the basis of academic specialty.

4. ablish criteria, for evaluating /accepting credits earned by

student /soldiers. This criteria should cover such areas as CLEP tests and
-4 .

in- service training lbasic training and AIT) as well as the courses offered

by accredited collbges on installations or through correspondence courses.

The following responsibilities are optional but would provide strength

and credibility to the program:

lE
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1. Promotihg the program. Some colleges will want to promote the p

gram more extensively than others. Promotional efforts should be encouraged .

since they will help attract 'the attention of potential enlistment pros

pects and contribute to a favorable Army image. A simple folder explai ing

the program as organized at a specific school is particularly important

for distribution through recruiting stations. Other techniques that hav

been used by colleges now in the program include:

a. News conferences to announce establishment of program.

b. Press releases to be sent out to newspapers in areas from

. which school generally draws students.

c. Publio'service announcements for radio andywthschool

officials serving as spokesmen.
1

2. Inclusion of,a section on the co ege's program in the catalog.

The schools should,be encouraged to iderify their participation in the

program they have established in the college catalog so that students who
. /

are ihterrupting their education prior to graduation will be awa eof the

opportunity to continue or with education while taking advantage of the

benefits which are derived while serving in the Army.

3. Orientation sessions for recruiters. To encourage the best possible

working relationship between the school and recruiters, several schools

--
have held orientation sessians for recruiters on campus. These sessions

include meeting with school officials, talking about procedures and sitting

in on classes.

.47
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4: Periodic contact withrstudent/soldier. Such contact does not

necessarily have to deal with course requiremerfts. It is important to-

cement the relationship between the student/Soldier and the "home" college,

especially as the individual nears the enlistment termination date.

Responsibilities of the Army

The Army's involvement should be viewed i ,segments into which respon-

sibility can be,divided:

1. The recruiter's-involvement is that of providing accurate informa-

tion about the program to prospects, parents, high school counselors and

others impOrtant to the recruiting ffort. , The recruiter may also serve

as a liaison between the prospect a d the school by arranging) an appoinit-

.y-
ment at the school for the prospect nd even accompanying the prospect to

the school.

2. At each Army installation, identifiable officials must be knowl-

edgeable about Project AHEAD and procedures must be established to assist

the student /soldier.

a. Policies must be established and published,concerning duty

time allowed fpr participation in educational activities.

b. The education tenter director and his staff must be prepared

to work with the student/soldier in implementing a planned curriculum.

.5



c. The establishment and maintenance of good relationships with

accredited colleges in the area must be treated as a very important facet

of the pr8gram.

d. Every,new soldier reporting in must be thoroughly briefed about

Army educational ene its such as the payment of up to 75 percent of tuition

9bsts, and how these benefits relate to Project AHEAD.
e

Responsibilities of the Enlistee

Although a recruiter may assist the prospect in accomplishing some of

the following tasks, the basic responsibility ultimately rests with the

prospett. This fact should,be made clear to the prospect when the pro -

gam is discussed.

4n
1. Make contact with the institution in which he or she is interested

in enrolling. The use of a standardized post card available at recruiting

j
stations is one simple' and effricient method that Can be used.

2. Supply required, information such as transcripts and/or high school

diplomas to the college as requested for processing application.

3.. Decide uponmilitary enlistment related to educational goals.

4. 'Visk personally with the college designated counselor. This

can be done during a leave if not possible before reporting to active duty.

5. Maintain regulai- correspondence with "home" college during enlistment

tour. This is particularly important to insure the right courses are taken

to achieve educational goals.

19
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"6. Provide the "home" school with proof of completion of basic train,-

ing, service schools, CLEP tests and all other educational experiences

which may qualify fot credit toward a degree.

)(now Your Prospect

Once you know ltd understand the mechanics of Project AHEAD, the next
4

step is to know your prospect. Project AHEAD is not for everyone any more

than college is for everyone. Project AHEAD is designed to appeal to

college-oriented young people who have the ability and ambition to con-

tinue their education after successful completion of high ,school. Gener-

ally, Project AHEAR will have strong appeal to the following audiences:

1. High school seniors about to graduate, who have-the potential

for continued education, but who for reasons such as finances or desire

for independence do not plan to-enroll in college after graduation.

2. High school grades who planned to attend college, but were

unable to attend because of finances, lack of necessary aclemic back-

ground, or other reasons.

3. Junior or vocational/technical college graduateS who, having

. completed their associate degles or certifications, now desire to con-

tinue on with their education while working in the skill for which they

have trained. Stripes for Skills isa plus in approaching this audience

and should be used to the fullest extent.

20..t. c.
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4. Colle e students who must interrupt their education prioh to

graduation. Entering the Army under Project AHEAD allows these students

to remain affiliated with the school in which they were enrolled. At the

same time the college will not lose another student to attrition.

5. In-service persomel stand to giin much from Project,AHEAD. The

same benefits. which accrue to the nonprior service man or woman can be en-
,

joyed by enrolling in a participatirig college while in the service.

This. list is by no means complete, but-it gives you a base from which to

1

,,,
.,

consider new markets for prospecting. The important thing,to do is to

analyze your market. Just as one person varies from another, so sJould-

your presentation. Knowledge of the prospect's' background and/or motiva-

tip will most often give You a direct clUe on how to appeal to his or

her needs. You will not use Project AHEAD as a prOspectifig
1

or sales closing

tool on a prospect with a tenth grade education. But if you have a col-

)

lege freshman who feels, that college is not really relevant to his desires

.and he is looking for something new and different, you can offer him the

best of two worlds= -the opportunity to continue his education and join the

Army to earn, learn, and travel.

There is no substitute for Person-to-person selling. People influence

people, and programs are there to assist in the process. Advertisi4

should bring many quality prospects to the recruiting station to learn

more about Project AHEAD and the impressive list of participating schools.

But you cannot sit and wait for a "rushing-business," It may rush right

21
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1,
past your door., The creative recruiter will use all of the resources at,

.

hand-to draw quality young men and women. Here are a few examples:

1. Prospect Card File. Your Forms 200 can be your.personal contact

list. Review the file for prospects who said they were "off to College.,"

With spiraling inflation, they may,havelound that a college education

was beyond their.means, their parents'. If they are still in school

explain the program a little and sk if they might know of someone who

is interested.

2. Referrals. There is going t o better advertisement than a

satisfied customer, especially one who is in the Delayed Entry Program.

The creati recruiter Should be abletylet five names from each pros-
;

pect who enlists in the Ai-my and enrolls in a school under' Project AHEAD.

These could be your "hottest" leads. Start out by saying "I have a pro-

. gram t at I know you are going to like. So-and-so is in this program

nd tol me to call you because he knows you'll be interested." If this

i/Pidea is developed properly, each subsequent contact could also,produce

five lore leads, creating a pyramid of prospects for you to explorse, ASK

FOR REFERRALS.

3.. REACT System. These leads are already interested in knowing more

about the Army and you'can identify their educational level, Use the

telephone to secure the appointment. Find out what their plans are. A

good catchy telephone presentation can pay you dividends. Develop your

REACT list of prospects and follow up on your contacts.

22
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4. ASVAB List. Here is an excellent' tool. It already identifies

those who'might be most interested in a Project AHEAD offer which you

have to make. Be sure that you review.last year's list as well and give

"likelies" a telephone call.

5. High School Senior or Graduation List. The possibilities' hei.e

are unlimited. Again, this list will put you in close contact with quality

people. Analyze the list. You may be able to identify four or five key

people. Once you have made, contact with them, they may be able to put

you into contact with others who find Project AHEAD., appealing. Do not

forget to check list year's list as' ell.

6.. Others. "Ou are only limited by your imagination," is a fitting

statement when refining your prospect list. Other sources could.be news ,....

stories announcing students who have 'received ational scholastic honors,

those who are on the honor roll at school, or- in .the yearbook. The point

is, if you are really interested, in them and make a good presentation, they

will be interested in you and your offer.;

4
A Couple of Tips

4

The use of the Delayed Entry Program can give you and your prospect

a real boOst. It is not a bad idea to place him in at least a 30 -day DEP.

This will give you plenty of time to thoroughly explain Project AHEAD to

the prospect, his or her pardhts, and you might even have the opportunity



to drop by the high school counselor, too. Most important, however, is

the fact that having your prospect in the DEP will give you a chance to

make an appointment for him or her to visit the college selected. A

counseling session with the academic advisor will get the new student/

soldier off on the right foot in developing his or her schooling while in

the service, and will put yo0 miles ahead on 'customer satisfaction." ' .4R. 3

Thatdis just one use of the DEP. There are as many uses as there are

people. You could be using it right now with high school seniors Who will

graduate in May or June. They would have the extra prestige while in school

of telling their friends that they have "already been accepted in college."

That word would surely get back to counselors and could put you in their

corner for assistance. The fact is DEP, short-term or long-term, fits right

into Project AHEAD. The important thing to remember, get your prospect en-

rolled and then, get hiM or her to give you referrals.

,When selling Project AHEAD along with other options, do not rule out

the Combat Arms. me of the best educational programs in the Army today

are 'being conducted in the combat divisions. These divisions have the most

control over their training' time and many of thgm,are-ilicluding on-duty tee

for educational develoopment of their soldiers. These divisions train hard

and they expect their men and women to be the best. But they are also

-looking out for their welfare by adapting schedules to fully develop each

soldier to his maximum potential. It just might be that the combat



soldier educationally will be way ahead of his combat support contemporary [

at the end of his first enlistment. Use this.as a selling pOint.

Know Your Influencers

Like it or not, we are alit influenced by those who are around us and

young people are no exception. Parents, teachers, counselors, and clergy-

men all exert some ififluence over, the enlistment decision that is made.

Project'AHEAD is a program that has a strong appeal to each of these people

because it offers what every,mom and dad, teacher, counselor, and pastor

wants for the nation's youth--development of their full potential. For

example:

1. Appeal to Parents: Parents will be able to see their sons and

daughters continue on with their-education while at the same time being

placed in a good paying job: The fact of,the matter is that. many middle-

income people earn too much money for theft children to receive scholar-

ships or other financial aids so their children can continue their

education, but earn too little'to afford the high college costs found

in.many schools today. The appeal of a son or daughter enrolling in

school, being able to receive "free" CLEP testing at education centers,

have up to 75 percent of tuition cost paid by the government., being

independent and earning a good living, and finally'receiving the GI Bill

rounds out pretty well when you consider the benefits earned while in

the Army.
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2. Counselors and Other Influencers. The appeal which exists for

parents exists for counselors and other influencers. Only the strength

of the appeal may change. However, in dealing with,guidance counselors

the appeals are strengthened in other areas by nature of their responsi-

bilities. 'Counseling personnel are charged with the responsibility of

providing curriculum, counseling which will lead young people to prepara-

tion for a vocation or continued post-secondary education. The enlistment/

enrollment benefits of Project AHEAD provide them with a strong rationale

for directing college qualified young people to you for participation in

the program. The counselor has more than satisfied his responsibilities

,.J61

when a student joins the Army under Project AHEAD; so have principals and

other members of the high schobl educational community.

Know Your Participating College

To give your presentation authority, you have to know the colleges

that are participating, in Project AHEAD 6bm your area: This will take
. .

a little homework on your part, but will be a bonus to you when talking

to prospect, parents, or other influencers: Be sure you know:

1. Its history.

A I.

2. How large'the'enrollment is.

3. Id it public or private.

4. What type of courses and'degrees.does it Offe .

. Its admissions policies.

7

6. Is it a 2-year or 4-year college.

/ ,

7.' WhO.your point-of-contact is at'the school.

2t 6
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You Have Done Your Homework
- You are Ready to Make the Presentation

We are continually trying to persuade people and they are trying to

persuade us. That is the na=ture of
;

communication. If we did not want

to accomplish something, we would not try to communicate. The creative

-recruiter develops his ability to communicate to a fine art. He is so

well prepared and so knowledgeable about the product that his enthusiasm

is evident. The steps in using Project AHEAD as a prospecting tool or

a sales closing tool are simple and direct'. They are:

1. Prospecting. This is the first step and refers to exploring the

potential market to find the most likely and best qualified prospects.

2. Analyze your prospect. Know who you ane going to make the presen-
\

taion to and what needs joining-Project AHEAD will, satisfy.

3. ApproaCh. This is your encounter with the prospect in prepara-

tioh for,gaking the presentation.

4, Presentation. This is the meat of,the sale., It is telling the

.prospect what we have to offer and how it can be of benefit to him now

and later.

5. Handling Objections. This is actually a digression from'your

presentation, but objections cannot be ignored. Handle them positively

and'remove any negative thoughts from the prospect.



.6. Close.' This is the highlight of the, pregentation. It is a com-

bination of empathy for the needs of the prospect and drive to close the

sale. A good balance of both empathy and drive, will put you close to.the

top in the recruiting force.

7. Followup: Followup: Followup:

A Parting Shot

You will have a full range'of promotional tools to assist you in the

sales presentation. The highlight of these materials is the sales

closing kit, a deskside flip chart which takes you and the prospect

through a logical progression of Project AHEAD. In making effective'

sales appeals to young people, there are certain basic rules to follow.

The underlying reason is that young men and women want to be approaaied

as adults, not children. -Jr

1. Never talk down to young people. You may think that using-"cool".

language sounds "hip," but it may be coming across to the young person

sounding "corny," foolish or' condescending. Sincerity and honesty are

always appropriate and will be more the natural pit,.

2. Be totally straightforward.: Young people are cocky and arrogant

at times and will test the limits of your patience to see if the product

is a gimmick. The product is good, and it sands alone. A straightforward

presgptation will be your strongest asset.
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3. Give the young person credit for being motivated by logical and

rational values. Do not overpresent the program. The benefits of the

program are enough without adding any garnish. Your presentation should

be clear and concise, emphasizing the opportunities and services the

program offers.

4. Be as personal as possible. Know who the prospect is and how

Project AHEAD can fit into his world. Remember,.people persuade people,

programs do not. The desire to be personally recognized as a person of worth

and value gives a young person a clear identity of himself and opens,the--

channels to real, two-way communication.

Finally, we do not know if you remember how difficult it was to be 18,

19 or 20 years old. In case you do not remember, this was the period that

older people always regarded as the prime of life. But for you, it was

often a very difficult and trying time when you were presented with more

decisions to make than you could cope with. For same of your best

quality prospects, Project AHEAD may be the greatest thing that ever happened

to them. They will meet new people, see new places, and have an opportunity

to mike, a career decision based on the real world. Keep this in mind as

you make your presentation, along with the empathy we talked about earlier.
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CHAPTER III,

PROJECT AHEAD AND THE COLLEGE

Selling Project AHEAD to Prospective Participating Institutions

Prior to approaching any school about participating in Project AHEAD,,

sufficient research should be done so that the person or persons represent-

ing the Army are knowledgeable about the school being contacted. Each

state has its own system of higher education, for example, and that or-

ganizational structure is important in determining the approach to be used.

Other factors that might have a bearing upon the approach to a school

are listed below. The importance of each will vary greatly from state to
ts4;

state, and even from school topchool, andhshould be evaluated accordi091y.

1. Source of funds. Particularly important when dealing with

colleges to which local support is crucial.

2. Governing body

3. Admissions requirements

4. VA office and fundtion

5. Types of degrees

6. Courses offered

7. Accreditation status

8. Enrollment situation

9. 2-year 'or.4-year

10. Public or private

11. SOC affiliation

31
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Experience to date indicates a public institution is much more likely

to be receptive to Project AHEAD than a private sch6ol. Four-year public

institutions, for example, usually already have a veterans affairs officer

'OW and usually offer more appealing college credit benefits to veterans.

Evenually, schools of every type--4-year,,public, community college, vo-tech,

and private--throughout a district recruiting command should be contacted.

This technique offers prospects the increasingly strong incentive of acces-

sibility o a campus near home.

Promoting Project AHEAD

In addition to colleges and agencies directly involved with higher

education, certain related organizations and persons in reTated fields

alto are very important to the success of Project AHEAD.

One aspect of this iMportance'revolves around the concept ofi cre-

ating a demand. Explaining Project AHEAD to high school counselors, for

example, is apt to prompt the counselors to discuss Project, AHEAD with

the college rep with whom they come in contact. Afew inquiries from

counselors usually will be enough to perk the interest of a nonpartici-

pating college. A counselor who understands Project AHEAD and is enthusi-

astic about its possibilities also can be very helpful in contacting a pri-

mary prospect audience.

Other examples of-important auxiliary contacts include:
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1. Parent Teacher Organizatin. , In Ohio, a presentation to the

State PTA resulted fn the organization including a flyer on Project AHEAD

in its beginning of the school, year packet'to each PTA group across the

state.

2. High school principals.

3. State-operated education agencies. This category includes voca-

tional curriculum developers and divisions of guidance and testing. .

7 ..

4. Persons in charge of research projects revolviog around occupa-
,

tional decisions and secondary education. At least one such project usually

is ongoihg at one of the major colleges in every state.

5. Boards of Education. In addition to the individual school boards,
, 4

a state organization exists in every state.

6. Opportunity program administrators. Such programs involve adult

education, especially high school completion, and usually are operated in

major cities.

Approaching the College

While no hard and fast rule is applicable to every college' situation,.

the press of time and other factors suggest the initial contact be made

by 'telephone to set an appointment followed by a letter. This written con-

tact should include a concise description of Project AHEAD, emphasizing the

benefits to a participating college and that Project AHEAD is operational'at

other schools.

330 .
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Start at the top with the president or near the top, depending upon the

level at which admissions and program policy is decided. Prior research

should identify the person or. persons to contact.

After the president or whomever has had an opportunity to digest the

information that was sent, the Project AHEAD district recruiting command

coordinator should call the college contact to arrange a meeting at which

Project AHEAD can be discussed in detail. The college may have several per-

sons attend the meeting. Army representation should be limited to a maximum

of threes preferably less.

Expertise exists within the Ayer field force on the actual operation

of Project AHEAD. A district recruiting command just beginning to introduce

Project.AHEAD in its area should request the assistance of an Ayer repre-

sentative experienced in establishing the program.

The assistance of an institution already involved in Project AHEAD

also could be a vailbable asset in selling the concept to other institutions,

Administrators at several schools have expressed willingness to be of

assistance.

w,
Points to Cove uring the Initial Meeting

The following sequence has evolved out of numerous successful presenta-

tions made at the Peoria DRC. While all the points are important, the

sequence may not prove to be as comfortable for persons at other DRCs and

should not be considered static.
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1. History of Project AHEAD

2. General concept of program

3. How program works in practice

4. Be(efits of participation

5. Opportunity for questions

6. Putting the program into effect at the school

;Putting the Program into Operation

,.ti

Once an agreement is reached by a school to participate in Project

AHEAD, specific implementation steps should be settled immediately to

avoid the real possibility of agreement without implementation. Therefore,

action should be taken as quickly as possible to get the program into being.

,

1. Preparation of an explanatory pamphlet by the college. This not'

only is necessary as a promotional tool, but it also helps college official

. I

formalize their ideas about how their, program will operate. The DRC repre-

sentative should consult with the school in preparing this pamphlet to

insure that no misleading statements find their way into print.

2. School designates contact person to coordinate Project AHEAD.

3. Promotion folders iss d to each recruiting station for display

and distribution; Determining which recruiting stations willeceive .

promotional literature about a participating school will depend largely upon

the areas from which the school draws.
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4. Find individuals interested in enlisting and pursuing degree via

Project AHEAD.

5. Hold news conference or issue news release and photo featuring first

enlistee to join program.

6. Once the program is established, thertask of continuing coordination

should be assigned to a qualified person in the DRC who is able to serve in

a long term liaison capacity.

Good Relations with Entire Higher Education Community are Imperative

A sympathetic understanding and acceptance of Project AHEAD Licstate,

area, and national educational agencies is i the success of the

concept and could lead to an official endorsement. d pending upon

the area and state, such agencies differ in organ anion and jurisdiction.-

Generally, they can be categorized as follows:

1. Governing body/for ate 2-year institutionsoften under the

state board of regents with state education official serving as

administrator.

2. State boatd of regents or state board of education.

....,

3. Localized consortiums. A situation in which a group of schools in

1:

a particular area are cooperati'g under a formalized plan with respect to

student ekhange, use of faciji ies, mutual fund raising efforts, etc.
a

4.
ti
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4. Various state organizations such as state versions of Association

of Independent Colleges and Universities.

Specific examples of assistance provided by such agencies are listed

here to give some idea of possible avenues to explore.

1. South Dakota State Board of Regents passed a resolution saying

young men and women who join the Army automatically, qualify for admission

to any one of the South Dakota state colleges.

2. The vice-chancellor in charge of Ohio's 2-year colleges presented

the Project AHEAD concept to the presidents of the state's 2-year colleges,

obviously enhancing credibility and opening the door for individual

contacts.

The Relationship of SOC to Project AHEAD

To avoid confusion about the relationship of Project AHEAD to the .t

Servicemen's Opportunity College (SOC) program, several points need tobe

understood.

SOC.4ka contractual letwork. Only institutions that agree to

provisio determined jointly,by the"American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges, the,Arilerican Assoc"iation of State Colleges and

Universities, and the Department of Defense can participate in the program.

Project AHEAD allows a participating school to set up its own program,

within suggested guidelines, with respect to admissions requirements, ,

determination of credits, etc.
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fit;

2. SOC as an organization is funded in part by the DepartMent of

Defense. Project AHEAD is a concept rather than an organization, and

the only funding avail le to participating schools is the pircentage of

.tuition costs covered y the Army's tuition assistance plan or the GI Bill

benefits used by a veteran to cover education costs.

3. The general SOC emphasis is upon the 'national network with par-

ticular emphasis upon institutions provilr g educational programs on or

within a few mjles of military installations and bases. The Project

AHEAD emphasis is more local, stres g th4 relationship between a student/

soldier and an institution wi n the geographic area of his or her home.

Within this framework, the b nefits to participating colleges are much

broader with respect to such co cerns as student recruitment, dealing with

the dropout probl m and promotion possibilities.

Yf

With these distinctions in mind, the general provision of SOC and

Projdet AHEAD not only should be viewed as compatible, but as highly com-

plementary. This is particularly true in light of the fact that many,

persons.who enroll,in Project AHEAD probably will be taking courses'

offered' through' the SOC program while on active duty.

Because of its predisposition to cooperate with the military, as

,establis'hed by SOC involvement, the'SOC school is an excellent candidate

to offer Project AHEAD and should be approached to do so. Local liaison.

, 4

must be established with these schools on a one-to=one basis and personal

relationships established.

44.
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CHAPTER IV

PROJECT AHEAD--THE END

Conclusion

Project AHEAD is not just another merchandising tool. It goes a lot

deeper than that. Some independent research has pointed out quite, clearly

that Project AHEAD is an idea whose time has come. It is truly what the

name implies. It is Army Help for Education And Development. The beauty,

of the program is tptt it is being carried out by hundreds of participating

colleges and universities who can see that it fulfills a need, a real need,

to,provide unique and continuing opportunities for young Americans to com-

plete their educations. It doesn't lock out people already in service,

either. They haVe the same chance to enroll and take part as the newest

enlistee. We might note that this educational adventure is also open to

members of the recruiting force who can use Project AHEAD to prepare fOr

their personal futures as well as for their military advancement and promotion.

While Project AHEA s not a recruiting option, it bas the full backing

and support of the Secretary of the Army, the Army Chief of Staff, major

commanders, and most importantly, the Commanding General of the US Army

Recruiting Command who has said "Go:" With' this kind of backing and support,

you can use Project AHEAD with confidence in reaching quality young people

across the nation. It is your program. Never bgfore has so much effort

And planning been mustered to assure that a program is useful.and bene-
.

fitial to the recruiting force.
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But, as we have already said, Project AHEAD i5 hot just an Army program.

It is also the program of hundreds of participating colleges across the

nation. These schools are solidly behind the program as a means to

develop an Army of intelligent, creative, and highly motivated people

who can serve their country, their community and themselves. Herb

Fairfield, Program Coordinator at Indiana University, has said: "This is

an on going program with strong benefits to all concerned. It provides

a flew thrust to in-service people with an interest in higher education."

Project AHEAD allows communities and community leaders to keep close

to its youth. The greatest assets and resources that any state or com-

munity has are its youth. They are interested in keeping these youth In

their areas. It is vital to their continued growth and development.

Project AHEAD allows communities to be tune with the needs of its youth.

Dr. Frances Nickerson, Associate Commissioner of Higher Education for

Administration, South Dakota, said, "We think the'program is strong because

it allows Us to recruit South Dakota kids for a post:Army commitment in

their own state. We want to keep our young people right here...and when

they're not (serving in the ,Army, for example)...we like to keep in,

touch."

We are a nation of "joiners." 'Everyone wants to "Wong." Project AHEAD

gives the student /soldier a strong sense of identification with a recognized
.

institution...a sense of belonging. It can be his or her touchstone with
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home and reality. And best of all, it does away with the old way of

thinking that the Army is a "viable alternative" to the world of work or

continued education. Instead, we become partners in the continuous

process of career preparation. Mr. William Utley, Dean of theOorTege

of Continuing Studie§ at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, in talking

about the cooperative aspects ofProject AHEAD in conjunction with their

"Home-Base" program, has said, "'Home-Base' program offers the best of both

worlds. Those who elect thd military career don't have to forego their

college education. And those people signing up for a limited enlistment.;

get a mining start on their education."

So this is Project AHEAD. Last year we proved that we could recruit the

manpower needed to fill the ranks of the*Army. This Was' done without

sacrificing the "quality' of the Army. This year we are going to go o er

the top again, but with the highest quality Arniy-with the most bignschool

graduates, and the most college graduates'that we haveever,had in our 200

years of history.

The-researchers, planners; and advertiSing and sales promotion 1glpeCialists

have -done tlyr part the action. 'In the end, it always comes down to the
.,

. .

roars or woman on the front line:--the recruiter: You hive enlisted in a

'crusade, if yoU will, a crusade for in Army. tfiat.can fulfill its essential

Ad!) for the nation and, at the same time, serve its citizen soldiers as an

integral means to their formal and continuing.eduCation. Sell Project AHEAD

with pride.

Odod Recruiting!!
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